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It has been a long year of waiting on the Lord. 
We were meant to fly back to Uganda exactly 
one year ago, but due to COVID lockdowns in 
Uganda we were unable to do so. Then, Tim’s 
US visitor visa expired in August so we had to 
apply for a green card (the rest of our family 
are American). However, while in process, he 
is not allowed to leave the US without a special                                                 
travel permit,                             which normally                                            
takes 3 mos                                     to get, but                                              
ended up                                            taking 7.  

 

As soon                                                as we 
got it, in                                                April, we 
started                                                 making 
plans to                                             return to 
Uganda. We                                  were just 
about to buy our tickets for June 15 when we 
unexpectedly received notice that his green 
card interview was scheduled for June 16. We 
assumed the interview wouldn’t be for a few 
months considering how long it took to get the 
travel permit. If approved, it would take 3 
weeks to get the actual green card which he 
would need to travel. On top of that, Uganda 
has just gone into another lockdown for the 
next 45 days. So once again, we wait. 
 
 

 

 

 

In actuality, behind all of this waiting, God has 
made it increasingly clear over the last couple 
years that our time of living in Uganda is 
coming to an end, at least for a season, due to 
the educational, emotional, and other needs of 
our family. It has been very difficult and 
overwhelming to accept this reality, of leaving 
our life of 14 years in Uganda (20 years 
overseas),                            and of adjusting to 
life in West                                          Michigan. 
There is so                                           much we 
are grieving                                           and will 
continue to                                              grieve.  
 
So, our trip to                                         Uganda 
this summer                                  was intended 
for us to sell                                    and pack-up 
our belong-                                           ings in 
Uganda, meet up with colleagues and ministry 
partners, spend time with friends who have 
become family, visit places of significance for 
our family, give proper good-byes, and help 
bring some closure particularly for our children 
who still consider Uganda to be their home and 
may not be able to return for a while. But that 
will still have to wait…  
 

Wait for the LORD; 
Be strong and  

let your heart take courage; 
Yes, wait for the LORD. 

PSALM 27:14 
 

In the meantime, and for a transition period of 
at least 6 months, Tim will continue in his role 
as Director of Community Development at 
Good Shepherd’s Fold, working from the US 
and making regular trips to Uganda. We will 
also continue to be engaged with the Freedom 

Boys Ministry. 
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